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Abstract–Whole-body (WB) PET/CT imaging currently
involves single-frame, i.e. static, PET acquisitions over a set of
axial bed positions to form standardized uptake value (SUV)
images. However, SUV is considered semi-quantitative due to its
dependence on post-injection scan time and subject physiology.
Recently, we introduced a class of novel WB dynamic PET/CT
scan protocols capable of acquiring PET data over multiple time
frames at each bed to enable quantitative WB parametric PET
imaging. In this study, we are validating a special dynamic WB
18F-FDG PET/CT framework supporting synthesis of staticequivalent SUV as well as dynamic and parametric Patlak WB
images from a single set of WB passes acquired within the
standard-of-care post-injection time window of 18F-FDG
PET/CT exams. The proposed protocol, streamlined for wide
clinical adoption, consists of four unidirectional WB passes of
constant bed frames (30 sec) or equivalent bed speeds,
beginning 1h after injection. The acquired data at each bed may
later be used by a direct 4D Patlak reconstruction algorithm to
obtain parametric WB Ki images after utilizing a populationbased model to infer the missing first 1h of the input function.
Moreover, the same data can be added at each bed to synthesize
static PET frames and equivalent SUV WB PET images. For the
clinical evaluation of the proposed method, we consented patients
scheduled for their regular WB 18F-FDG PET/CT exam to
undergo afterwards a second PET-only scan, for the same total
scan time, using our protocol. SUV mean comparisons at focal
uptake ROIs between the step-and-shoot (S&S) static SUV and
the respective synthetic SUV images yielded <14% and
<20%.differences, primarily attributed to post-smoothing, when
synthesis was conducted on S&S and continuous bed motion scan
modes respectively. In addition, the direct 4D Patlak Ki WB
images exhibited similar noise levels, while offering similar or
better lesion contrast and enhanced quantification relative to
SUV.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

INGLE-FRAME

(i.e. static) whole-body (WB) PET imaging,
relying on the standardized uptake value (SUV) metric, has
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been currently established in clinic, mainly because of the
simplicity in which the limited axial field-of-view (FOV) of
modern PET systems is extended across multiple scanner bed
positions [1-4]. However, SUV is considered semiquantitative as it does not account for blood tracer
concentration and largely depends on the post-injection scan
time [5],[6]. On the other hand, although dynamic PET
imaging allows for spatiotemporal tracer uptake measurements
thus enabling parametric imaging for potential detectability
and quantification enhancements [7], it has been constrained
to single-bed axial field-of-views (FOVs), due to the need for
sufficient temporal sampling, and has not yet been translated
into the clinical routine practice [8].
In order to overcome this limitation we introduced, in the
recent past, a clinically feasible WB dynamic PET acquisition
framework to deliver quantitative parametric imaging over
extended axial FOVs [9]. The optimized protocol consisted of
i) an initial 6-min dynamic scan (24 frames) over the heart
(single-bed), followed by ii) a time sequence of 6 WB passes
covering a post-injection time window of 10-45min [10]. The
standard Patlak (sPatlak) linear graphical analysis was
employed for the robust voxel-wise estimation of the tracer
influx rate constant Ki [11]. Our previous evaluation of voxelwise sPatlak analysis has demonstrated the clinical feasibility
and potential of estimating WB Ki images of enhanced
quantitative accuracy and contrast, compared to the semiquantitative SUV metric [12].
However, the sPatlak model assumes an irreversible uptake
which may not be always accurate and depends on the tracer,
the tissue and its physiologic and pathologic state at imaging
time [11]. Previous 18F-FDG PET studies have indicated a
relatively mild uptake reversibility for certain tissues, such as
the liver, which is neglected by the linear sPatlak method
[7],[13-15]. As a result, 18F-FDG Ki may be underestimated
by sPatlak in regions where underlying uptake reversibility is
present [7],[16], with the effect becoming progressively
stronger when later PET frames, with respect to injection time,
are considered [17].
Thus, we previously extended our WB parametric PET
framework by incorporating a generalized Patlak (gPatlak)
model capable of accounting for a mild degree of uptake
reversibility and restoring Ki underestimation and contrast in
certain regions [18-20]. Yet, the gPatlak method is non-linear
and therefore associated with enhanced noise levels in the Ki
image estimates, as it includes the additional parameter of
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tracer efflux rate constant kloss to model uptake reversibility
[20].
Therefore, the benefit of enhanced quantification of
parametric imaging often comes at the expense of statistical
noise elevation. The noise levels enhancement may become
significant for dynamic PET studies involving very short PET
frames, as is the case with WB dynamic PET acquisition
protocols [9-11],[21]. In addition, the kinetic parameter
analysis is usually performed after the reconstruction of the
dynamic PET data on the image space (indirect methods)
where the statistical noise is highly correlated and very
difficult to accurately characterize, compared to the noise in
the projection data which follows the well-defined Poisson
distribution. [22-25].
On the contrary, direct 4D maximum likelihood expectation
maximization (ML-EM) parametric image reconstruction may
considerably reduce noise levels in the Ki images, by
incorporating the Patlak model within the reconstruction
model to permit the direct estimation of Ki from the projection
data rather than the dynamic images [23-31]. As a result,
direct 4D EM algorithms can fully utilize the complete set of
the 4D acquired PET data. In addition, direct 4D MLEM
algorithms allowed for the more accurate modeling of the
underlying but well-defined Poisson statistical noise at the
projection data space, thus limiting noise-induced bias
propagation [25],[30],[31].
However, direct 4D reconstruction methods, including those
employing the Patlak model, may suffer from increased
correlation between the estimated parameters, thus preventing
a fast convergence rate [23],[32]. In order to address this
potential limitation, it has recently been proposed to nest the
4D modeling component within the global projection
component of the system matrix [32]. The novel nested EM
implementations utilized the principle of the optimization
transfer to define simpler surrogate objective functions which
could be optimized faster via a nested EM algorithm within
each global iteration [32],[33]. This approach enabled the
incorporation of more complex non-linear 4D modelling
models within the image reconstruction and facilitated the
acceleration of a range of 4D EM reconstruction algorithms
global convergence rate [34-36].
In order to translate the multiple benefits of 4D parametric
reconstruction for whole-body imaging, non-nested [37] and
nested [38-40] direct 4D WB Patlak reconstruction methods
have been recently proposed. Our proposed nested WB Patlak
EM framework supported both the sPatlak and gPatlak
methods [38-40]. In fact, the nested implementation provided
a convenient platform to easily integrate the non-linear
gPatlak model into our EM reconstruction framework. This
step was crucial to attain enhanced Ki image quantification at
clinically acceptable noise levels even for regions with nonnegligible FDG uptake reversibility [40]. The new framework
significantly reduced the increased noise levels previously
observed with indirect Patlak imaging, thanks to the direct use
of the acquired 4D PET data and the more accurate noise
characterizations at the projection data space [40]. The gain in
contrast-to-noise scores was particularly evident in the case of

gPatlak method [40]. Moreover, the nested version allowed
the decoupling of the iterative update of the Patlak parameters
in the 4D space from that of the dynamic images in the
projection space. This enabled the performance of multiple
faster Patlak image updates within each slower tomographic
update of the dynamic PET image estimates to ultimately
accelerate the convergence rate [40].
However, all the aforementioned WB parametric PET
imaging methods require a relatively long acquisition,
beginning from time of injection, primarily to sample the
blood plasma tracer activity concentration required for Patlak
modeling [9-12],[20]. Consequently, the associated PET scan
protocols are significantly longer and time-shifted to earlier
post-injection acquisition time windows [9], compared to the
standard-of-care WB 18F-FDG exam protocols, which last
usually less than 20min and begin at least one hour post
injection [8]. Therefore, in order to enhance the clinical
adoptability of dynamic WB parametric imaging, we recently
introduced a novel SUV/Patlak 18F-FDG PET/CT imaging
framework supporting the production of both SUV and
indirect Patlak parametric images from a single dynamic WB
PET/CT scan session taking place at the time window
employed from standard of care 18F-FDG PET/CT exams
[41]. The presented molecular imaging framework can be
readily adoptable in clinic and was recently extended to
support direct 4D Patlak imaging as well [42]. Our ultimate
aim is to optimize the protocol to enable the delivery of truly
multi-parametric and highly quantitative PET images for 18FFDG WB PET/CT oncology imaging studies without affecting
current daily patient throughput of a PET/CT clinic.
In this study, we aim at evaluating the feasibility and
clinical performance of a multi-parametric SUV/Patlak-4D
WB PET imaging framework for routine oncology studies
using the widely applicable 18F-FDG PET tracer. In addition,
we are employing a unique clinical FDG PET/CT protocol
involving first a standard-of-care single-pass (i.e. static)
PET/CT scan session immediately followed by a multi-pass
(i.e. dynamic) WB 18F-FDG PET session of the same total
duration. Moreover, we test both the currently established
step-and-shoot (S&S) as well as the recently introduced
continuous bed motion (CBM) WB PET acquisition modes.
This protocol set-up will allow us to directly compare, in
terms of statistical noise and SUV differences, the WB PET
images synthesized from dynamic WB PET data, either with
S&S or CBM scan modes, against standard-of-care static SUV
WB PET images using S&S mode on the same subject, as
both acquired in the same session within a relatively small
time difference.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Clinical multi-bed dynamic acquisition protocol
In order to support production of both SUV and parametric
Ki 18F-FDG PET images from a single scan session taking
place at the standard-of-care period for 18F-FDG WB PET/CT
studies (~60-80min post injection), we designed a streamlined
acquisition protocol involving four unidirectional passes and
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equal number of frames per pass. All the frame durations per
bed were set such that the total effective scan time per bed
position matches that of the conventional single-pass WB PET
scans.
The acquired dynamic PET data per bed can then be
reconstructed with our previously proposed direct 4D WB
(s/g)Patlak methods to estimate the respective Patlak Ki WB
images. A previously validated population-based input
function (pIF) is employed to alleviate the need for dynamic
WB acquisition during the first one hour post 18F-FDG
injection [43],[44]. For the pIF construction, a leave-one-out
cross validation method has been applied on a collection of
image-derived input functions (idIF) from n=11 WB dynamic
patient PET scans [44]. Later, the pIF values were scaled such
that it matches with the average mean uptake left-ventricle
regional measurements of each new subject dynamic WB PET
scan [44]. As the Patlak family of models only requires the
time integral of the input function and not the complete curve
to estimate the model parameters [11],[20], it is clinically
feasible to infer this single value from properly scaled popIF
models, as the one proposed in our study [44].

frames of each bed together. As long as the total net scan time
of all frames of each bed is equal to the single-pass scan time
of that bed, all corresponding bed count statistics between the
conventional and count-equivalent WB SUV images will
match in the end. Subsequently, the count-equivalent SUV
images can be produced by reconstructing the summed frames
at each bed after accounting for the new total number of
counts per bed. Fig. 1 illustrates the SUV/Patlak-4D protocol
workflow for a Siemens Biograph mCT scanner [45] and a 6bed WB axial FOV of 18min total duration involving a total of
four WB unidirectional craniocaudal passes [42].
B. SUV count-equivalency and balanced time-interleaving
In the SUV/Patlak imaging protocol design, the acquisition
time for each bed remains the same but is interleaved equally
among the unidirectional WB passes, instead of dedicating a
single continuous time block per bed, as is the case with
conventional single-pass WB scans. Thus, each bed of the
produced count-equivalent SUV images contains data from an
interleaved set of time frames uniformly distributed along the
total scan period. As a result, the synthesized SUV images can
be considered more time-balanced and representative of the
average activity concentration per bed along the total WB scan
period (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2: Flow chart illustrating the balanced interleaving of each bed total
acquisition time in uniformly distributed, across the entire scan, individual
short time frames (blue) instead of a single continuous time frame (orange).

C. Nested 4D WB Patlak EM for accelerated convergence

Fig. 1: (2 middle rows): Illustration of the WB dynamic acquisition flow,
involving 4 WB passes. Production of (top row): SUV count-equivalent
images by adding frames per bed, and (bottom row): (s/g)Patlak images by
conducting direct 4D reconstruction employing a population-based input
function.

Meanwhile, the static-equivalent PET data can be
synthesized by summing up all the dynamic PET sinogram

The SUV/Patlak-4D framework employs a nested Patlak
EM reconstruction implementation by exploiting the
optimization transfer principle to define simpler surrogate
objective functions at every tomographic iteration cycle
[32],[33]. The nested version allows the decoupling of the
Patlak image estimation, which is conducted on the 4D
spatiotemporal image space, from the computationally more
expensive dynamic PET images tomographic estimation [32].
The nested 4D EM design provides us the capability to
exploit the faster EM update process of the Patlak parameters
to iteratively update the Patlak image estimates multiple times
for every single tomographic update of the dynamic PET
images and thus accelerate the global convergence [38-40].
Moreover, in cases where non-linear gPatlak analysis is
needed to account for tracer uptake reversibility, the nested
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EM scheme offers the flexibility to more easily accommodate
their higher complexity into the global reconstruction
algorithm without violating the necessary conditions needed to
ensure proper convergence [28],[40].
D. Slice-dependent timing in CBM Patlak WB image
reconstruction
In the case of continuous bed motion acquisitions each
transaxial slice of the PET field-of-view at each pass is
scanned at a time window of unique position relative to
injection, provided the scanner bed never stops during
acquisition. Therefore, it is crucial to account for these time
differences when applying a kinetic model to accurately
estimate the parameters across all slices. In the case of indirect
kinetic modeling where the analysis is conducted after the
reconstruction, this feature can be easily accommodated by
assigning the right timing to all voxels of each slice. However,
in the case of direct 4D parametric reconstruction, the perslice timing needs to be directly assigned on the projection
data, thus requiring the transformation of each slice from the
image space to the projection space.
Nevertheless, the nested direct 4D implementation allows
the parameters update to take place on the 4D spatiotemporal
image space, thus permitting a straightforward per-slice time
assignments even within a 4D parametric image reconstruction
framework. In the case of the sPatlak 4D reconstruction, it
becomes straightforward to assign the highly accurate CBM
time points t i in the Patlak model matrices Bi for each slice i:
𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝑚𝑖,𝑗𝑘
=∑

𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑚𝑖,𝑗𝑘

𝑛 𝑩𝑖,𝑛𝑘

𝑡

𝑩𝑖,𝑛𝑘

∑𝑛 𝑩𝑖,𝑛𝑘 [

∫0 𝑖,1 𝐶𝑃 (𝑡′)𝑑𝑡′
=[
⋮
𝑡𝑖,𝑛
∫0 𝐶𝑃 (𝑡′)𝑑𝑡′

𝑛
𝑥𝑗,𝑛𝑒𝑤
𝑜𝑙𝑑
∑𝑘 𝑩𝑖,𝑛𝑘 𝑚𝑖,𝑗𝑘

],

𝐶𝑃 (𝑡𝑖,1 )
⋮ ]
𝐶𝑃 (𝑡𝑖,𝑛 )

(1a)

(1b)

where mi,jk is the kth parameter (k=2 parameters for sPatlak,
including Ki) value in voxel j at slice i, n is the number of WB
passes, xjn is the respective dynamic PET estimate and CP (t i )
is the input function. An analogous per-slice time assignment
can be also implemented in the nested EM loop of the gPatlak
4D EM algorithm.

Fig. 3. Clinical demonstration of our proposed SUV/Patlak-4D imaging
framework validated with clinical data acquired with a 4-pass WB dynamic
18F-FDG PET/CT S&S protocol within a standard-of-care 12min scan time
window, starting 1h post-injection.

In Fig. 4 we compare across clinical 18F-FDG PET/CT
oncology studies, the synthesized WB SUV images, after
adding all four WB passes obtained with our proposed
dynamic WB PET scan protocol. For the first 3 cases, the
dynamic WB scans were acquired with the S&S mode, while,
for the last case, we acquired the respective scans with CBM
mode. The synthesized SUV images were compared against
the respective static SUV PET reference images, which we
had obtained in the same session right before the dynamic WB
scan for the same total scan period. The WB static scans were
always acquired with S&S mode according to the
recommendations of standard-of-care clinical WB PET/CT
exams. The CT image obtained as part of the standard-of-care
initial scan was used for the attenuation correction of the data
from both WB PET scans.
After the visual inspection of the two types of SUV PET
images in all four cases, we did not observe significant
differences in suspected regions of focal uptake and respective
background activity. Subsequent quantitative analysis
indicated <7% in focal uptake and <12% background uptake
differences, respectively, between the regular and synthesized
SUV images for the first three S&S cases. Finally, <11% and
<14% respective SUV differences were evaluated for the last
CBM case.

III. RESULTS
In Fig. 3, we illustrate a series of four WB dynamic PET
passes (6 beds, 30sec/bed), as obtained in clinic using the S&S
scan mode with our proposed WB SUV/Patlak-4D framework.
Furthermore, the respective direct 4D sPatlak and gPatlak Ki
WB images are shown, both characterized by clinically
acceptable levels of statistical noise. The Ki images offer
enhanced quantification and potentially higher lesion contrast,
compared to the SUV images, while gPatlak imaging further
improves Ki quantification and contrast in regions with nonnegligible net 18F-FDG uptake reversibility.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE PLANS
The evaluated % SUV differences between the standard-ofcare and synthetic SUV PET images obtained with S&S mode
were attributed primarily to the potential motion of the subject
between the two scan phases. We should note at this point that
the proposed dynamic WB PET protocol may be more
susceptible to motion-induced artifacts, as it involves
summing of different frames per bed position. Moreover, the
18F-FDG kinetics may have also contributed to the observed
SUV differences. The relatively larger % differences found for
the CBM cases were attributed to the more extensive degree of
post smoothing applied on the CBM PET images.
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Currently, we are extending the clinical evaluation by i)
including a larger set of CBM WB dynamic 18F-FDG
PET/CT exams and iii) further validating our population-based
input function model.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this study we have demonstrated the clinical feasibility of
extracting static SUV 18F-FDG PET images from dynamic
WB PET acquisitions with similar accuracy and statistical
noise characteristics and without affecting suspected lesions
detectability. Moreover, we have shown that it is possible to
obtain simultaneously clinically acceptable SUV PET images
together with Patlak Ki images for both step-and-shoot and
continuous bed motion WB PET acquisitions at the standardof-care scan time window for 18F-FDG WB PET/CT studies.
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